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    DGRM - Flowchart editor

    
        
            
                
                    Flowchart editor
                

                Online editor for creating flowcharts. 

                    Fast, no unnecessary buttons.

                Open editor
                Free. No registration required.
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        Supports popular flowcharts

        
            Workflow charts, activity diagrams, sequence diagrams,
                mind maps.
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        Features
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                            No unnecessary buttons

                            Suitable for everyone. Draws by cell. No crooked elements as they
                                align themselves with the grid.

                        

                    
	
                        
                            Works on phones, tablets and PCs

                            No installation. Works from the browser.

                        

                    


            
	
                
                    Download parts of the flowchart
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                    Links to the flowchart

                    
                        Send links to the flowchart to your colleagues.
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                    Copy into Word

                    Insert diagrams directly into Word and Google Docs
                        without intermediate saving of pictures.
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                    Open flowcharts from pictures


                    No need to keep the source. Example: if we
                        send a flowchart over e-mail and receive a reply a month later, we can immediately edit the
                        picture from the letter, no need for the source.
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                Free, 
no registration required
            


            Start using editor free and without registering.
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        Instructions


        Video hints, hotkeys
    

    
        Editor is developing

        New features are being implemented. 

            Announcements are posted on Twitter and Telegram.
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